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INTRODUCTION

IT 15 A WELL-KM AVN STATISTIC THAT ONLY Al3OUT 7,0 pEkcENT--

roughly 1.4 millionof this nation's young people enter
some form of postsecondary education program the fall
after they graduate. Of these, only about half successfully
complete a baccalzureate program. For the other half
representing three out of every four who embark on the
journey toward adult careers and responsibilitythe road
is rough and the transition often painful.'

These young Americans are generally ill-prepared while
in school for the world of work they are about to enter.
They receive little guidance on how to move into a career
that, can support a family. Their reading, writing, math
and communications skills are generally inadequate for
the demands of today's quality employers. They are shut
out from jobs in many of the nation's most stable, high-
paying, and high-status large employers. According to the
U.S. General Accounting Office, while postsecondary stu-
dents are subsidized with federal support, those who
never enter or who drop out of the higher education system
lose out on over $10,000 of public investment in their
future (I'S GAO. 1990).

In this country, four-year college is seen as the route to
occupational advancement and careers.' Counselors in
high school advise about colleges, not careers. A 1981
survey by the Educational Testing Service found that
almost half of all high school students never talked to a
counselor about occupations (Chapman and Katz, 1981).
Job search assistance is minimal. In that same survey, only
six percent of high school counselors reported spending
more than 30 percent of their time helping students find
jobs. Recruitment by employers is targeted to college and
professional schools; there is little or no formal recruit-
ment by employers of high school students or graduates.

The Commission on the Skills of the American Work-
force summarized the treatment of vvork-hatmil young
people in this way (1990):

There is no curriculum to meet the needs of non-college-hound
youth, no real employment service for those who go right to
work, few guidance services for them. no certification of their
accomplishments and . no rewards in the workplace for hard
work at school.

Once young people enter the job market after dropping
out or completing high school, they face an extended
period of labor market adjustment, characterized by years
of alternating spells of casual work and unemployment
(Osterman, 1980). They flounder around, learning little in
the way of productive job skills, moving from job to job,
dropping in and out of the labor force and connecting
intermittently with adults in the workplace. During this
period in their lives, young people experience rates of
unemployment higher than those of adults. earn lower
wages than adults, and spend longer stretches out of work
and out of the labor force than adults.

All of this sounds bad: had for too many young people
and bad for the society that loses out on their potential
productivity. But before we assume that the way many
young peopleparticularly the "non- college - bound
enter the labor market is a problem demanding dramatic
policy interventions, we must first step back and ask a
series of hard questions:

What are the costs of this American way of entering
the labor market?
How significant are those coststo individuals and
to society?
Who bears the costs and how are they distributed?
What are the long-term consequences?
And, finally, does the school-to-work transition pat-
tern in the IT.S. create any serious obstacles to U.S.
competitiveness and improved living standards in the
short or long run'?

Only by addressing these questions first can we then turn
to an -assessment of policy alternatives and to recommen-
dations for improving the school-to-work transition.

I
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IMPROVING THE TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK IN THE UNITED STATES

The following pages, therefore, begin with a clarification
and description of aspects of the school-to-work transition
problem that need "fixing." We then turn to trends in pro-
gram and policy innovation at the local, state and national
levels that might respond to the challenges identified.
Finally, we distill fro' his analysis a set of policy propos-
als for the nation.

The author wishes to thank Robert Glover, Samuel Halp-
erin, Leslie Lob le, Hilary Pennington and Robert Sheets
for their comments and assistance.

Jennifer Cusack and Samuel Halperin edited the manu-
script and prepared it fm- publication.
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SPECIFYING THE
SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROBLEM
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American pattern of entry into careers is indeed chaotic,
a period of "floundering- does not in and of itself constitute
a serious public policy problem. Young people get an
opportunity to experiment and exercise far more choice
of careers than their counterparts in countries such as
Germany and Japan. Moreover, in many countries
France and Italy, for examplethe pattern of labor mar-
ket entry looks very much like our own. It is even possible
to argue that the German apprentier ship system simply
defers higher rates of unemployment to the post-appren-
ticeship years rather than the post-compulsory education
years.

13ut in a recent pdper. Osterman (1991) identifies several
groups for whom the lack of a structured transition has
great and lasting costs. The most obvious group is minority
youth. According to 1990 data, only 29 percent of black
high school dropouts between the ages of 16 and 24 are
working at any job (compared to 57 percent for white
dropouts): and only a little more than half of all black
youths with high school diplomas are employed (55 per-
cent compared to 79 percent of whites).'

The employment picture for black and Hispanic young
Americans who do not continue to college is horrible
and it worsened in the 1980s. For these new entrants into
the labor force, there is a serious school-to-work transi-
tion crisis.

But what about the youth population as a whole'? Is
there a more general failure in the youth labor market
and the transition front school to employment that requires
policy intervention'?

I'sing data from the National Longitudinal Survey on
Youth, Osterman finds that a large proportion of earl:
youth cohort is still struggling in the labor market in their
early thirties. Over 35 percent of all men leaving their
twenties are working in jobs they have held for under a
year another sixteen percent have- only beeit in then

current jobs for one year. For women who have been in
the labor market consistently in their late twenties, the
pattern is similar.

Unemployment spells of long duration are common,
even for those in their early thirties: about a third of the
sample experienced at least one four-week or more spell
of unemployment in the previous three years. And these
trends show up in the wage data. While 29-31 year-old
male high school graduates who had held the same job
for three years or more were earning an average of 811.15
an hour, those who were in their job for less than a year
were making only $8.67 an hour on average. Osterman con-
cludes:

Roughly one third of all high school graduates. and somewhat
more high school dropouts. fail to find stable employment
by the time they are thirty ... For this group the rather casual
American system does not work well.

The data presented thus far describe the youth employ-
ment challenge in the present. A complete analysis must
move beyond a static snapshot to a dynamic assessment
of trends. Is the problem worsening? Will current youth
labor market problems become more acute in the future'?

Unfortunately, the answer is not as simple as one would
like. It depends on if one believes that employer demand
for skilled entry-level workers is stable or rising. That is,
if we anticipate little change in the kinds of jobs available
to young people and the skills those jobs require, the prob-
lem will appear more contained than if we assume that
tomorrow's jobs will require significantly different and
greater levels of skill.

In the expansionary 19S0s, as employers looked ahead
to an era of smaller youth cohorts (comprised of larger
percentages of minority and female workers). they began
to express concern about the supply of qualified young
workers (Johnston and Packer, 1987). By the end of the
decade, leaders front industry, universities, and the public
sector had come to-a common belief-that restoringAimri-
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can competitiveness would require significant improve-
ments in the preparation for work of the nation's young
people. Concerned about the high costs to firms of reme-
dial education for new workers and swayed by forecasts
of bottlenecks in non-baccalaureate technical occupa-
tions, many employers began to agitate for new strategies
to prepare young people for employment.

Employer rhetoric, however, outstripped the reality
at least in terms of short-term demand for higher skilled
workers and for higher skilled young workers in particular.
There is general agreement now that the intru:kiction of
new technologies and forms of work organization designed
to improve cost and quality increase the skill demands
on the labor force. "High performance" work organizations
require workers at all levels of the firm who can analyze
data, communicate clearly, learn rapidly, participate in
managerial decisions, and work well in teams. As firms
move in this direction, skill demands do increase.

However, the transition of American firms toward new
work organization and technologies is slow. Based on
survey research of a cross-section of American firms, the
Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce
(1990) concluded, "95 percent of American companies still
cling to old forms of work organization."

Wage evidence, too, appears inconclusive. On the one
hand, real wages of high school dropouts and graduates
fell significantly in the 1980s relative to college graduates,
suggesting a growing skills gap. However, a study by
economist McKinley Blackburn and two colleagues found
that demand side factors such as the rate of technological
change and shifts in the industrial composition of employ-
ment of workers with different skills explained little of
the growing wage gap among workers with different edu-
cation and skill levels (Blackburn, Bloom and Free-
man, 1990).

Given these various findings on the demand side, a typi-
cal formulation of the emerging consensus on the ''skills
debate" concludes that:

The problem is not a short supply of skills for the kinds of
jobs that presently exist, but scarcity of skills required in the
kinds of jobs that will luny' to be created if the nation's econ-
omy is to regain its competitive edge (Stern. 1990).

That is, if we keep going down the track we're on, we
won't have much (f a skills gap; but we also won't have
much of a compet.tive economy. Worker skill levels must
be raised, for botlt incumbent workers and new entrants
to the workforce not because the existing demand is so
great, but because the alternative economic strategya
low wage oneis politically and socially unacceptable.
We must prepare air workforce better now not because
employers need t hose skills today and not because a higher
skilled workforce will lead inevitably to greater employer
demand for high skills, but because employers had better

organize their operations to demand those skills
tomorrow.

When we look at the hiring strategies of American
employers regarding young people, the gap between rhet-
oric and reality is even more stark. As Ray Marshall and
Robert Glover argue, America's best employerseven
those most publicly active on issues of school reform
tend to "choose against youth" (Glover and Marshall,
1992). A 1983 survey by the Conference Board concluded
that fewer than one in ten large American firms hired
new high school graduates. Firms that offer good wages,
attractive benefits and internal career ladders have first
pick in the labor market; and they rarely choose high
school graduates. These exemplary firms, which are best
equipped and most likely to provide high quality training
to their employees, invariably choose older, "more
mature" workers for their entry-level career opportunities.

This reality is very different from that of many of our
leading economic competitors, including Germany,
Japan, Sweden, and Denmark. The lack of connection
between primary employers and young people in this
country is costly to society. even if it suits individual
employers. Glover and Marshall point to four conse-
quences of conventional American hiring practices:

1. The delay in hiring American youths provides Ger-
man, Japanese, and other nations' youth a five- to
ten-year head start in gaining access to significant
occupational skill training.
By "choosing against youth." the best American
employers are disengaged from the process of
instructing and socializing their future workers.

:3. The delay in hiring high school graduates eliminates
a natural comnum!cation loop for employers to
articulate to schools the skills needed in the work-
place.

4. By disconnecting effort and achievement in school
from rewards in the workplace, these hiring prac-
tices undermine student incentives to work hard and
achieve in school.

Contrast this to .Japan, where employers have semi-for-
mal long-term agreements with schools and where
schools play a far more active role in allocating students
into the labor force. The best firms hire the highest achiev-
ing students from the best high schools. These institutional
links give students an economic incentive to work hard
that does not exist in the IT.S. (Rosenbaum and Kariya,
1989).

Or consider the German apprenticeship system. About
85 percent of the non-college-bound in Germany enroll
in one of over 400 three- to four-year apprenticeships.
Employers provide training and mentor* that combine
practical skill-building with socialization and confidence-
building. By age 19 or 20, young people have already
benefited from a significant investment of time and training
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from employersan investment that U.S. firms are
unwilling to make in young people until five to ten years
later in their working life (Hamilton, 1990).

Other industrialized nationssuch as Sweden, Switzer-
land, Denmarkhave their own variations of an appren-
ticeship system, combining both school and work for non-
university-bound students so they can learn from first-
hand experience with employers what it takes to succeed
and be productive in a modern firm. In each of these
countries, young people learn to value craftsmanship and
develop self-esteem. While American young people move
from one short-term, low-expectation job to another and
receive little orientation to careers or training, young
people in these countries gain pride, progressive mastery
of increasingly difficult skills, and experience working in
an adult world.

If international competitive pressures increasingly
require us to get the most out of each and every worker,
the U.S. non-system of school-to-work transition is an
obstacle to achieving this goal. It fails minority youth
dramatically. It poorly serves a significant percentage of
all youth. And it could be restructured to give hundreds
of thousands of American youngsters greater incentives
and opportunities to be more productive sooner in
their careers.

It seems clear, then, that there are compelling reasons
to look for public policy strategies to improve the Ameri-
can way into work for the non-baccalaureate.

The high costs of she current non-system to individu-
als and society is a primary reason.
Another is strategic: preparing young people for work
and citizenship has broad legitimacy as a public pol-
icy concern. Education and preparation for adult
responsibility have long been accepted as essent:al
public. responsibilities.

In addition, the return on public investments in the
future productivity of young people is potentially
great. Given that .v sung people's entire work life lies
ahead of them, wise investments in the human capi-
tal of our youth can have a large payback to individu-
als and society.
Finally, there is demonstrated desireamong
employers, young people, parents, and educators
to address the school-to-work transition in the U.S.
This may be an easier place to begin construction
of a national training system than more contentious
human investment policy issues, such as incumbent
worker training.

Of course, we must reiterate that a policy strategy
focused only on the supply-side is insufficient and will
have limited impact. Increasing the supply of skilled young
people without increasing employer demand for those
workers and their skills will be wasteful and, to an extent,
cruel. Similarly, improving young people's understanding
of the labor market and of potential careers is no substitute
for access to the labor market and real work experience.
In the coming years, employers will not only have to
become more involved with the content of education;
they will also have to become more committed to the
provision of employment and training to young people.

Our nation must plan for the future as if employers will
move more and more rapidly toward productive new
technologies and forms of work organization in order to
survive and prosper. Innovations on the supply side of
the labor market must proceed without waiting for
demand-side strategies to be put in place. At the same
time, supply-side interventions cannot be privileged over
demand-side strategies. The two must go hand in hand.
Policy strategies must be developed that encourage and
facilitate greater employer commitment to the education
and training of young entrants to the labor force.
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sharpened and human resource quality assumed an
increasingly prominent place in that debate, a significant
shift occurred in consensus thinking about youth policy.
The challenge facing the nation in serving its young peo-
ple was redefined: The focus on dropout prevention and
targeted "second chance" programs for the economically
disadvantaged was expanded to include a new concern
for what the influential 1988 Grant Commission report
labelled the "forgotten half." The shift can be charted
through the visibility and impact of three reports in the
last decade: ll'orkibtre 2000 in 1987; The Forgotten Half
in 1988: and America's Choice: high skills orlon. wages!
in 1990. Together, these studies encouraged and effected
a redefinition of youth policy from the arena of social
welfare policy for the most difficult to employ to that of
competitiveness aild eCOI10111IC policy designed to :each
all young people. A recent summary statement by the Wil-
liam T. Grant Foundation Commission on Youth and
America's Future (1991) epitomizes this shift:

America cannot afford to waste one student. The public
schools must assure that all our students, those echo will go
lo college as well as those Mu) will seek employment directly
after high school, meet !midi higher standards of achieve-
!lieut. standards squarely tied to the skills that workers need
to make successful careers in the new high-performance
workplace that the nation needs to restore its prosperity.

Consistent with this redefinition of the "youth problem"
to emphasize more universalistic approaches to prepar-
ing young people for occupational and academic advance-
ment, the school-to-work transition has emerged as a
focus for exciting irrograrn and policy innovation. There
has been a burst of interest and efforts at the local, state,
and national levels designed to improve the academic and
occupational options available to young people who will
not earn a four-year baccalaureate.

New programs are being created in cities and towns
around the country. Legislation has been enacted in a
number of states, including Oregon, Wisconsin, Georgia.
Arkansas, and Maine. In other states, such as California,
New York, and Rhode Island, influential risk forces have
proposed comprehensive school-to-work transition
reforms. In Congress, a bewildering number of competing
initiatives has been introduced. This activity is headed
in two related, but distinct. directions:

1. toward experimentation with and strengthening of
existing program models that appear effective or
show promise
toward efforts to create the infrastructure for a
national school-to-work transition system

What unites these effortsthose at the program level and
those that are more systemic in scopeis a commitment
to coordination and integration along three dimensions:

The integration of academic and vocational learning
The integration of work-based and school-based
learning experiences
The integration of secondary and postsecondary
opportunity

A. Innovative Program Models

The following pages highlight examples of program
models that illustrate "best practice" in the integration of
school and work. Specific models are described and their
evolution charted. As often as possible, exemplary pro-
grams are noted. The goal of this review is to highlight
the diversity of existing strategies for improving the
career pathways open to young people in this country. In
addition, the lessons of this programmatic activity inform
both the principles and specific policy recommendations
presented later in this paper.

ti
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For young people who are still in high school, innovative
programs to strengthen the connection between school
and work in the U.S. tend to cluster in two general catego-
ries:

1. Programs built around curricular approaches that
bring work and career issues into the classroom
(including vocational education's mandate to inte-
grate academic and vocational education; Tech
Prep; career academies; and SCANS implementa-
tion efforts).
Programs that get young people out of the classroom
and into work and the labor market (including com-
pacts, cooperative education, school-based enter-
prises, service learning, and youth apprenticeship).

This distinction is sometimes difficult to sustain in prac-
tice. Many of the best programs around the country are
working to build both components simultaneouslyi.e..
school-based development of applied curricula and "real-
world" problem-solving; and work-based learning of differ-
ing in'.ensities and formality. At the same time, the distinc-
tion is a helpful one, for it emphasizes one of the central
differences among programs, which is the extent to which
a program connects young people directly to the local
labor starker.

1. In-school approaches to improving
preparation for high-skill work

offer). edithwation: In many prosperous countries, includ-
ing Sweden, career exploration is built into the school cur-
riculum from the earliest years. Elementary school stu-
dents visit workplaces, talk to people who work in them.
and gain an increasingly broad and textured understanding
of career options that may be available to them. In the
U.S., there is growing recognition that this should be part
of our school learning, too. In school districts around the
country. but in a fairly ad hoc way. there is growing experi-
mentation with ways to build this kind of learning about
work into school life early. so that young people will he
better equipped to make preliminary career cluster
choices by the end of compulsory education. One of the
most interesting is a novel year-long ninth grade course
in Cambridge. Massachusetts, called CityWorks, which
gives first-year vocational education students a chance
to "build" their city and to explore the kinds of jobs that
are done by people who work there. This program
recently won a Ford Foundation award for innovation in
slate and local government.

iricgrutio, gi academic and vocational education: His-
torically, U.S. schools maintained a dichotomy between
academic and vocational courses: Academic courses got
ytu ready for college; vocational courses got you ready
for worn. Academic courses stayed away from applied,

7

work-related approaches to instruction. Vocational
courses were rarely used as opportunities to introduce or
reinforce basic academic skills in reading, writing, math
or science. This wall between the two came under intense
criticism during the 1980s: The division perpetuated an
unfair tracking system; it failed to provide students with
the basic skills they needed to function in the workplace;
and it flew in the face of cognitive research on how peo-
ple learn.

As a result, the 1990 Amendments to the Perkins Voca-
tional Education Act mandate that federally funded voca-
tional education basic' grants be used in programs that
"integrate academic and vocational education...through
coherent sequences of courses so that students achieve
both academic and vocational competencies." A recent
survey by Notion Grubb and others from the National
('enter for Research on Vocational Education has found
that states and localities are pursuing a diverse range of
approaches to meet this mandate, from the integration
of academic content into vocational courses and the inte-
gration of vocational problems into academic courses to
restructured programs that use team teaching. block
scheduling, and whole new curricula (Grubb et al., 1(,190).
These researchers see the integration of academic and
vocational education as an impetus for important changes
in education. They conclude:

In attempting to integrate different subjects. teachers are
forced to collaborate, to confront the deficiencies of the tradi-
tional academic teaching style. the liabilitie!, of too-large
classes: in developing cf .Tent programs. educators must
come to some decisions about what a coherent curriculum
means. how students can learn to make intelligent choices.
what the connection is bet1,VN'll 5C11001 and the res; of society
in which it is embedded.

One important vehicle for the unit tiration of academic
Auld vocational learning mandated in the Perkins Act is the
requirement that vocational programs provide instruction
in "all aspects of the industry," defined to include plan-
ning. management, finances. technical and production
skills, underlying principles of technology, labor and com-
munity issues, an.. nealth/safety/environment issues. Such
broad occupational training, if clone well, requires that
academic and vocational learning be coordinated and inte-
grated. A small group of vocational programs assisted by
the Washington-based ('enter for Law and Education is
experimenting with approaches to the implementation of
this "all aspects" mandate. While effective implementation
of this mandate is still rare at the local level, this provision
points the way toward a much broader conception or vora-
I 1011a1 education.

Tlw integration of academic and vocational education
is now at the core of federal guidelines for vocational
education programs. The following program initiatives- mid

1
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models, each in its own way, are designed with integra-
tion of academic and vocational learning as a basic pro-
gram element.

Tech Prep: Tech Prep is one of the leading new initiatives
in vocational education. The defining element of Tech
Prep is the articulation of high school and community
college programs in specific occupational areas. For this
reason, Tech Prep programs are often called "2 +2" mod-
els. The goal is to smooth the transition from high school
vocational programs into more advanced postsecondary
programs in the same field by coordinating course
requirements, reducing duplication and. in some cases,
granting advanced standing for courses already taken in
high school (Hill and Parnell, 1991).

The 1990 Amendments to the Perkins Act allocate funds
to stimulate Tech Prep activity. Even before that funding
boost, the National Tech Prep Clearinghouse identified 122
programs in operation in 33 states. There is no doubt
that this model will grow and develop.

Articulation or coordination between secondary and
postsecondary programs does not necessarily change
vocational education in ways that would strengthen the
links between school and work. Some have called Tech
Prep a "school-to-school transition program." However,
the potential is there. The Center for Occupational
Research and Development has created a set of applied
academics curriculain math, physics, communications
and biology/chemistrydesigned for use in Tech Prep pro-
grams. In addition, federal legislation specifies that spe-
cial consideration be given in funding Tech Prep efforts
to programs "developed in consultation with business,
industry, and labor unions." On paper, most Tech Prep
models include some work-based learning component,
but Tech Prep implementation is essentially school-based
at present. In the future, it is likely that more Tech Prep
programs will introduce part-time, school-year employ-
ment and full-time summer jobs with employers who are
auvising on curriculum and implementation, particularly
in the postsecondary years. It is certainly feasible to make
Tech Prep a more work-based program than it is.

High school career academies: The career academy move-
ment began in Philadelphia in 1969, with the opening of
the Electrical Academy at Thomas Edison High School
a school with the highest dropout rates and lowest atten-
dance rates in the city. The academy model uses a "school-
within-a-school" approach, builds curriculum and activi-
ties around a single industry cluster, and integrates aca-
demic and vocational learning through coordination
among teachers who work closely together. The target
population is "at-risk" young people in danger of dropping
out of school (Academy for Educational Development,
1989).

The model quickly expanded to other industries in Phila-
delphia and was soon picked up in Pittsburgh. In the
early 1980s, the Sequoia Union High School District cre-
ated the California Partnership Academies targeted to a
similar "at-risk" population and using a similar school-
within-a-school approach, though one that b4ins in tenth
rather than ninth grade. There are currently as many as
fifty career academies in California (Stern, 1990).

Each academy is organized around a specific occupation
or industry theme (e.g., health, electronics, graphic arts).
Students develop individualized academic and occupa-
tional goals, but they do not earn formal occupational
skill credentials. Students work in the industry during the
summer after junior year. An extended internship is pro-
vided to all second-semester seniors. Employers also
donate time as mentors and provide equipment to the
schools. In general, there is little specific coordination
and integration between students' work experience and
their classroom learning (Bailey and Merritt, 1992).

Career academies are highly regarded both as dropout
prevention programs and as college preparatory pro-
grams. (For evaluation data, see Stem et al, 1989; Stern,
Raby and Dayton, 1992.) About two-thirds of academy
graduates in California have continued on to postsecond-
ary, education. One noteworthy program is the Oakland
Health and Bioscience Academy. This school-within-a-
school at Oakland Techaical High School maintains a 96
percent attendance rate, and more than 80 percent of its
graduates meet the entrance requirements of the Univer-
sity of California system, compared with less than 20 per-
cent of the Oakland School District's graduates (Educa-
tion Writers Association, 19921. While the programs cost
a bit more per student than traditional high school, l'Ais
is a model with the potential for broader replication.

SCANS: SCANS. the Secretary's Commission on Achieving
Necessary Skills, was created by the Secretary of Labor
in May 1990 to examine the demands of the workplace
and whether young people in this country were capable
of meeting the entry-level requirements of the new econ-
omy. A public-private collaboration, the Commission
spent two years identifying and formulating a framework
for categorizing entry-level workplace competencies.
They created a framework that specifies three broad foun-
dation skill areas (basic academic skills, thinking skills,
and personal qualities) and five categories of workplace
competencies (use of resources, interpersonal skills,
information, systems, and technology) that are needed for
solid job performance by any worker (S('ANS, 1991).

The Commission advocates that this "worker know-
how" be taught in all schools and that young people
receive certificates documenting mastery of SCANS com-
petencies. While an intriguing idea, introducing SCANS
competencies into established curricula will be extremely
difficult. It will require new teaching skills that emphasize
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problem-solving and contextual learning, new instruc-
tional materials and technologies, and ways for teachers
to develop a far better understanding of the nature of high
performance workplaces. The Commission also recom-
mends integrating SCANS skills into all federally funded
youth and adult programs, including vocational educa-
tion.

Them- has been son, modest experimentation with try-
ing to teach and assess SCANS competencies in the
schools in Fort Worth TX, Tampa FL, and Louisville KY.
The Los Angeles Unified School District plans to assess
all high school graduates starting in 1994, but has done
little to incorporate the new competencies into the curric-
ulum. Florida has incorporated SCANS competencies into
statewide student performance standards, though a strat-
egy for implementation is still being developed (SCANS,
1992).

2. Work-based strategies for increasing
academic and occupational skills

As noted above, the distinction between "school-based"
and "work-based" strategies :s not as clean and neat as
proposed here. However, the distinction is an important
one, for it reflects two different emphases of current
experimentation. The programs described below share a
common assumption that by linking work and school
experiences directly, young people can become better at
both. They assume that experience in the adult world of
work and responsibility can be a powerful catalyst to
greater self-esteem and to workplace and academic skill-
building. They see getting young people out of the class-
room and into work as an important learning strategy.

The programs profiled below are quite varied. Compacts,
pioneered in Boston, tie quality employers to schools
through job guarantees for students who stay in school
and perform well. Co-op education, the largest structured
work-and-learning option in this country today, involves
between 400,000 and 500,000 1 lth and 12th graders in a
structured work program related to their area of vocational
education specialization. Youth apprenticeship is so new
a movement as to exist only in a few dozen demonstration
programs and in the workforce preparation reform plans
of the federal government and a growing number of state
governments. Youth apprenticeship is also the most ambi-
tious of these strategies for combining workplace experi-
ence and training. Because of the commitment it demands
from employers, youth apprenticeshiplike cooperative
educationis likely to require specific efforts to inform,
support, and provide financial incentives to employers and
their organizations if it is to expand significantly.

Other strategies for getting young people out of school
into learning experiences at workschool-based enter-
prises, service learning and youth servicerespond to two
limitations of an employer-focused approach: 1) what to

do in labor markets, such as rural areas or decaying cities,
where the employer base is too thin to support extensive
apprenticeships or co-op internships; and 2) how to use
young people's energy and initiative to respond to social
needs that private employers are not in business to
address directly.

School-based enterprises enable young people to be
entrepreneurs and to create and run their own busi-
nesses, learning all the different aspects of what it takes
to succeed in business. Service-learning strategies enable
young people to work in and learn through their participa-
tion in community service projects. In general, these work
experiences are unpaid. Youth service and Youth Conser-
vation Corps programs typically involve paid workmin-
imum wage for the work component and, often, post-grad-
uation scholarships for further education.

These different program models can be seen as related
strategies for getting young people out of school and into
positions of responsibility at work, as part of a palette of
work-based career pathways that can complement each
other and smooth some of the inevitable cyclical shifts in
employer demand for entry level workers.

Compacts: In 1982 in Boston, the public schools signed
a "compact" with the city's businesses, universities, labor
unions and the Mayor's office that promised improved
ivademic achievement and work preparation in the
schools in exchange for increased opportunities for
employment and higher education for city youth. The
compact strategy uses the promise of employment as an
incentive for young people to stay in school and do well;
eligibility for jobs and financial aid are tied to staying in
school and getting good recommendations from teachers.
In addition, the compact strategy uses the mobilization of
private sector resources as a carrot to get the school
system to pay more attention to the needs of non-college-
bound youth.

Renegotiated in 1988 when the business community felt
that the schools were not keeping up their end of the
bargain, the Boston Compact is seen by many as one
important factor in the lower-than-national-average youth
unemployment rate in Boston throughout the 1980s and
the virtual elimination of black-white differences in youth
unemployment rates in the cityan achievement to which
few other cities can point. In 1989, over 1,100 graduates
(about one-third of the graduating class) found full-time
jobs averaging $6.75 per hour in over 900 Boston busi-
nesses. While the end of Boston's economic boom and
the deepening recession have lowered the number of
placements, the Compact still provides an institutional
home for school-business partnerships and for rethinking
the relationship between school and work in Boston high
schools (Marshall and Glover, 1992).

The National Alliance of Business sponsored an effort
in the late 1980s to replicate the Boston Compact's
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school-business partnerships in twelve cities. NAB pro-
vided some seed funding and limited technical assistance
to coalitions representing the city government, the school
district, and the business leadership in each city. In some
communities, most notably Louisville KY and Pittsburgh
PA, the efforts led to a range of collaborative efforts to
link the provision of jobs to improved performance by
students and schools. In general, though, progress proved
difficult to accomplish or sustain, as turnover of key lead-
ers, turf battles, and inadequate definition of vision and
goals took their toll (National Alliance of Business, 1991).

The Compact model itself is not really an attempt to
integrate school and work-based learning. The primary
focus is neither classroom instruction and pedagogy nor
the quality of learning on-the-job, but rather the use of
employment and higher education as incentives to moti-
vate young people to stay in school and to learn. The
Compact model is best seen as a base from which to
expand toward the integration of school and work and
the evolution of the workplace as a learning site for young
people. Its history to date provides a number of powerful
lessons for any school-to-work transition effort, particu-
larly the importance of:

An intermediary organization that can institutionalize
relationships between schools and employers
"Job developers- or "career specialists- who work
closely with the employer community, soliciting
summer and part-time school-year job commitments.
and who help maintain good student-employer rela-
tionships
Specifying performance goals w ith qualifiable objec-
tives and a process for measuringand publicizing
pert.ormance against those goals on a regular basis

As Ray Marshall and Robert Glover argue. a customized
Compact can he the institutional foundation for building
a coherent school-and-work system at the local level.

Schoot-basod Entriprises: In some high schools around
the country, perhaps more often in rural than urban areas,
groups of students spend part of their school-week provid-
ing services or goods for sale to the ('ommunity. Coirmon
"school-based enterprises- include: school restaurants,
construction projects including home building, child care
centers, print shops, farms, auto repair shops, hair salons
and retail stores (Stern, 1990). While these small busi-
nesses are usually affiliated with vocational education pro-
grams, there are notable exceptions, such as the famous
Foxfire publishing program in Georgia.

School-based enterprises allow students to apply their
classroom knowledge to the real-world problems of real
businesses. At their best, they serve to reinforce knowl-
edge and skills gained in regular classes. For example. a
smoked-fish.export business in a Sitka AK high school
integrates academic and vocational learning by involving

students from the math, art, business and computer and
Pacific Rim Culture classes. A bicyc le repair shop run by
students in a middle school became the context for teach-
ing and learning math concepts such as fractions and
percentages, business concepts such as profit and loss
calculations, writing skills (for grant applications) and
personal consumer skills through managing the business'
checking account (Stone, 1989).

Two of the most ambitious efforts to build school-based
enterprises into school programs include: the Montgom-
ery ('ounty Student Vocational Trades Foundations and
REAL Enterprises.

The Montgomery ('ounty program sponsors two enter-
prises that provide work experience for vocational educa-
tion students. One, the Construction Trades Foundation.
involves about 350 students a yearfrom architectural
design, interior design, landscaping, food services, ceram-
ics, cabinetmaking, marketing. printing, and journalism
vocational programsin a county-wide program that
builds one or two houses a year. The Automotive Trades
Foundation reconditions used cars and sells them. In its
first ten years, the Foundation rebuilt and sold more than
675 cars. Both are non-profit organizations with boards
of directors representing the local business and profes-
sional communities.

REAL Enterprises is an entrepreneurship training pro-
gram that has been replicated in schools in a number of
rural Southern communities. REAL uses the creation of
school -based enterprises as the vehicle for teaching stu-
dents about running a business in all its aspects. While it
has proven difficult to sustain all but a few of the under-
capitalized enterprises created by REAL program partici-
pants. the educational and social value of REAL's pro-
grams has been significant. Learning academic and busi-
ness skills through planning and running a small business
has been a motivating and exciting process for hundreds
of young people in communities where the employer base
is too thin to provide sufficient jobs and training opportuni-
ties in the private sector. REAL businesses have included
a (lay care facility at the school, a delicatessen restaurant
and a printing business.

('n -n)) Education: About eight percent of American high
school juniors and seniors are enrolled in cooperative
education programs (USGAO, 1991). While this seems like
a small numberand enrollments appear to have
dropped during the 1980sco-op education is by far the
most commonly available option for work-based learning
in the 1-.S. Roughly 450,000 young people participate annu-
ally. Business and marketing programs are the largest
sponsors of co-op education positions.

Co-op education is run by individual schools as part of
their vocational education program. Employers pr(wide
part-time jobs during the school year, most often to Iwelfth
graders, in the field of the student's vocational concentra-
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tion. The classroom vocational instructor or a school-
wide co-op coordinator arranges job placements and
writes a training plan that clearly specifiesfor both the
employer and the studentwhat the student is expected
to learn on the job. The teachei usually visits the student
periodically at the worksite. The workplace supervisor
evaluates job performance. Thus, co-op links work experi-
ence in a closely related field with a student's high school
program. Moreover, workplace supervisors play a role in
evaluation and, often. mentoring.

The Dauphin County Technical School in Harrisburg PA
is a typical, well-nm co-op program. Two full-time co-op
teachers work with employers to develop new job slots.
These teachers visit each co-op student about once every
two weeks. They prepare with the students and their
employers the training agreements that specify the skills
employers are expected to teach students. The teachers
try to negotiate with employers to include a few addi-
tional tasks that add complexity to the largely entry-level
jobs. Participation is limited to twelfth graders who have
a (' average and no F's or incompletes in eleventh grade.
About half the seniors participate.

The federal government provides some support for co-
op education at the secondary level through the Perkins
Act and through the tax code, but this support has declined
in the past few years. The 1990 amendments (10 1101 spec-
ify co-op as an activity to be funded under the basic grant,
though the 1984 amendments did. Co-op is specifically
mentioned in the section of the 1990 Amendments creating
Community Education and Employment Centers, but no
funds have been appropriated for these centers. The Tar-
geted Jobs Tax Credit was a source of funding for co-op
students from 1978 until the 11181 tax bill, which limited
eligibility to economically disadvantaged young people
;And reduced the amount of the credit after it was found
that employers would have hired co-op students without
the credit (Stern, 1990).

Evaluations of coop education have shown higher levels
of satisfaction with school among high school co-op stu-
dents, but inconclusive results on employment and earn-
ings for non-co-op students. Some researchers have
argued that existing research assumes that co-op and non-
co-op jobs held by high school students are comparable.
It may he, though. that co-op placements are better posi-
tions, with greater responsibility, better supervision and
mentoring, and more opportunities to learn complex skills
(Stone, Stern et al., 1990).

Two obstacles stand in the way of significant increases
in co-op education placements: cost to schools and
employer willingness to provide jobs. The coordination
and integration function played by the coop coordinator
adds to program costs. And employer resistance to hiring
and training young people is an obstacle to expansion of
many programs. As University of California economist
David Stern notes, these are the same obstacles that exist

to dramatic increases in apprenticeship programs for
young people.

Youth Apprenticeship: Perhaps the most ambitiousand
newestapproach to linking learning in school and at
work in the U.S. is youth apprenticeship. This model takes
its inspiration from European training systems that pro-
vide structured, non-university routes to good careers
through a combination of paid work and training on-the-
job with related classroom instruction. In countries such
as Denmark and Germany, as many as 60 percent of
young people enter careers through such structured
apprenticeships, most of which last between three and
four years' (Hamilton, 1990; Casey, 1986).

Advocates of such programs in this country acknowl-
edge the very different educational and industrial institu-
tional structures in the U.S. and do not imagine transfening
the German system or any other national system to this
country. They do, however, see the coordination between
employers, schools, labor and government required by
youth apprenticeship as a potentially powerful vehicle for
improving both the education and the economic pros-
pects for young people (Tucker and Marshall. 1992).

Given the relative newness of youth apprenticeship as
a concept in the U.S.. no single model has won general
acceptance. There is increasing consensus, however, on
the principles that should guide any youth apprenticeship
program or system and On the basic design elements that
differentiate youth apprenticeship from other, less inten-
sive models for linking school and work (Jobs for the
Future, 1991). These are:

11
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Act ire pa rt ic i pa ion qt. employers: Employers pro-
vide jobs. training, and mentoring to participants;
they also participate in the development of curricula
and establishment of industry standards. Jobs should
he of progressively higher quality as the apprentice
moves through the multi-year program and should
he tied to clear career ladders in the industry.
Integral bin qf work-based and school-based learning:
Classroom instruction and workplace experiences
are coordinated so that the learning at one location
reinforces the other. This coordination is structured
through regular interaction and planning between
employers and school personnel.
/Weil/Wiwi glamdeinic and vocational learning: As

with the best of vocational education reform, youth
apprenticeship programs break down the barriers
between academic and vocational learning and
infuse each with aspects of the other. They focus on
cognitive as well as technical skill development and
they preparc students to high academic standards.
Structured linkage between secondary and postsec-
ogdacfi lint ions:_ As in Tech Prep and other efforts
to build strong bridges out of high school into postsec-
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ondary opportunities, youth apprenticeship models
generally begin in eleventh or twelfth grade and pro-
vide for a continuation into one to two years of
postsecondary learning. Most models specify that
postsecondary credits or certificates should be trans-
ferable to four-year academic programs.
Award of a broadly recognized qualification of occu-
pational skill: Successful youth apprentices should
receive a certification of mastery of occupational
skills that is developed and recognized by firms
across the industry in which they train. This certifica-
tion is in addition to academic qualifications earned,
including a high school diploma and postsecondary
certificate or degree.

There has been a wave of experimentation with youth
apprenticeship in the past few years in the U.S.and
interest from communities and states is growing. This
interest has been supnorted and fueled by financial and
technical assistance for demonstration projects provided
by the U.S. Department of Labor and by a group of founda-
tions that have supported youth apprenticeship initiatives
of the Council of Chief State School Officers and of Jobs
for the Future, a non-profit organization based in Massa-
chusetts. This activity, however, has a life and momentum
of its own, as employers, schools, and policymakers in
numerous cities and states have adopted the elements of
this model.

Youth apprenticeship programs can be found in indus-
tries with labor shortages in key technician-level occupa-
tions, such as hospitals, metalworking, printing and other
manufacturing industries. They tend to be more likely to
develop in communities with a history of creative business-
education partnerships. These experimental programs
have varied institutional origins: regional vocational cen-
ters, comprehensive high schools. Tech Prep programs,
district-wide initiatives, community colleges and career
academies. In Boston, about 150 juniors and seniors are
participating in Project ProTech this year. The program
involves three Boston high schools, six hospitals, and a
local community college. The Pennsylvania Youth Appren-
ticeship Program, which began with a pilot site in Wil-
liamsport last year, has commitments from about 80 firms
in four different labor markets to train youth apprentices
in the metalworking industry.

While many new programs are moving in the direction
of youth apprenticeship as defined by the basic principles
above, few have put all the pieces in place. The quality of
the work-based learning and the extent of integration
between school and workplace learning varies. The ability
of local programs to create occupational skill certifica-
tions that are broadly recognized within an industry is
hampered by the lack of national standards for entry-
level skilled positions in these industries. The development
of secondary/postsecondary articulations is uneven.

These efforts are quite new. Few programs have seen
an entering class complete the high school years and
enter the postsecondary component of the program. Thus,
it is still too early to judge youth apprenticeship's success
in terms of student outcomes, employer satisfaction, and
reform of vocational and secondary education.

Youth apprenticeship is also receiving significant atten-
tion at the state level, from state governments trying to
rationalize their youth employment and training programs
and improve the school-to-work transition. Legislation in
Arkansas creating a number of demonstration projects
was passed in 1991. Other statesincluding Oregon, Wis-
consin, Georgia and Mainehave enacted legislation that
makes youth apprenticeship a key component of overall
education and workforce development reform. (See
Appendix A for details on these initiatives.)

There are many obstacles to widespread implementa-
tion of youth apprenticeship. Like co-op education, youth
apprenticeship is unlikely to expand significantly without
incentives to encourage employers and schools to partici-
pate. Until there are nationally recognized skill standards
for training in key industries, it will be difficult to create
universally recognized certification of occupational skill
mastery. In addition. making the workplace into more of
a learning place for young people and coordinating that
learning with classroom activities is a serious challenge,
one that will require significant resources and time for
staff development for both classroom instructors and
workplace personnel. Moreover, in unionized industries,
winning the involvement of relevant unions at the local
and international levels is far from automatic.

At the same time, youth apprenticeship appeals for many
of the same reasons that make it difficult to implement.
It is a comprehensive school-and-work model that com-
bines high academic standards with access to high skill
career opportunities and ladders. It embodies the best of
the reform movement in vocational educationthe inte-
gration of academic and vocational learning and the
emphasis on contextual, real-world learning through
worIcplace experience. And it provides real incentives to
young people to stay in school and to do wellthe incen-
tives of employment and opportunity.

Both President Bush and President Clinton embraced
the concept of youth apprenticeship. Each made a cam
paign pledge to create a national system of youth appren-
ticeship. The Bush administration's plan called for about
$100 million a year to support state-level youth apprentice-
ship initiatives, most of which would come from existing
budget authorizations. Clinton's proposal called initially
for a more significant federal appropriation, but the
details of what he may propose to Congress are only now
being worked out. The new administration may choose
to incorporate youth apprenticeship as one element of a
comprehensive workforce quality strategy, along the
lines suggested in the "High Skills, Competitive Workforce
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Act" introduced in 1991 by Senator Edward Kennedy
(D-MA) and Representative Mark Hatfield (R-OR).

Youth Service and Sel.riee Learning: Paralleling the inter-
est in youth apprenticeship among practitioners and poli-
cymakers is a groundswell of support for programs that
link young people with meaningful community service.
In fact, there is far more experience with and financial
resources being committed to youth service today than
to youth apprenticeship.

In 1990, the federal government enacted the National
and Community Service Act. It established a Commission
to provide funding, training and technical assistance to
states and communities to develop and expand service
opportunities. Several states have created their own youth
service programs. Maryland recently set controversial
standards for public high school students that require stu-
dents to perform community service to fulfill graduation
requirements. Pennsylvania, one of the leaders, created
PennSERVE as a program in the Governor's office in
1987. The program had a budget of over $6 million in 1990-
91. The programs appear to have motivational and learn-
ing potential: several Pennsylvania schools that have intro-
duced community service have seen attendance of at-
risk high school students increase and the proportion of
students continuing to postsecondary education climb.

Senators Boren and Wofford have introduced the ('om-
munity Work Progress Act of 1992, which includes two
youth service components: one for in-school young people
and the other a residential program for out-of-school
youth. The Youth Community Corps for in-school youth
would allow secondary school students to earn college
scholarship funds by working on approved community
projects after school, on weekends, and in the summer.
Students participating for six years, beginning in seventh
grade, could earn up to $10,000 in scholarship funds or
$5,000 in direct payments after graduation. Recently. Presi-
dent Bush proposed increasing outlays for youth conser-
vation corps programs as part of his campaign plan to
increase job training resources.

Youth service is also included in several other legislative
initiatives, including the emergency summer youth
employment program funded under JTPA and several of
the urban enterprise zone bills. There is every reason to
believe that the momentum for further initiatives in this
area will continue to build.

Youth apprenticeship and youth service can he con-
ceived of as complementary initiatives. Both have the
goal of getting young people out of the classroom and into
situations where they take responsibility, learn employ-
ability and work skills, and contribute to community devel-
opment and well-being. Most youth service programs
differ from youth apprenticeship in that they provide
unpaid work experiences, generally in organizations and
projects designed to improve the local community. They

ao not provide jobs in the private sector, nor is the focus
on a mlti-year structured progression of skill develop-
ment in a particular industry.

One variant of youth serviceoften referred to as ser-
vice learning--goes beyond the work experience to
include incorporation of lessons from the work into the
classroom curriculum. Thus, a class that engages in clean-
ing up a local stream bed may focus on the ecology' of the
community and on measuring pollution in their science
and math classes or may explore the politics of environ-
mental regulation in their social science course. This inte-
gration of service experiences with academic learning at
school parallels youth apprenticeship's emphasis on
integrating school and work-based experiences.

Youth apprenticeship and service learning can be pro-
moted as two linked elements of a single initiative. Some
schools have been exploring the potential for introducing
service learning in the early high school years and then
moving toward youth apprenticeship when young people
reach working age. Together, youth apprenticeship and
service learning can provide exposure to private and public
sector opportunities, highlight the interconnections
between economy and society, and provide two important
venues for "real world" experiences and for structured
learning built on those experiences.

B. Blueprint for a New School-to-Work
Transition System in the U.S.

It is often said Mat in the United States we are very
good at creating innovative programs, but we have a
terrible time trying to build comprehensive and coherent
policy systems. The school-to-work transition is a case
in point. As the above survey illustrates, a host of excep-
tional program models exist that link school and work
in important ways. But these programs coexist uneasily,
are replicated thinly and unevenly, and are not part of a
set of institutions that make it obvious to young people
how to move from compulsory schooling into desirable
career pathways.

At various moments during this century, combinations
of educators, employers, and labor experts have called
for creation of a national system to facilitate the transition
from school to careers for the nation's young people. The
early 1900s, an era of great and wrenching changes
wrought by industrialization and massive immigration,
was one key moment. During that period, many looked to
the most formidable economic competitor of the day
Germanyfor guidance. It was during this period that the
federal government first took responsibility for funding
high school vocational education.

Today is another such moment. And again. many are
looking to our international competitorsGermany,
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Japan, Sczindanaviaas models. These countries have
something we do not: They have clearly defined national
systems for preparing young people for productive work
in 1.s-hall employers take a major responsibility and in
which the non-university routes t() success are clearly
delineated and have significant status. Inreasingiy, the
call is being heard from influential leaders in business,
education, and government that the time has come to
overhaul the "non-system- of school-to-work transition in
this country.

A consensus is developing rapidly in the literature and
among practitioners both here and abroad on the basic
building blocks of <rn effective career preparation system.
This consensus is consistent with much or the experience
or the "best practice- school-and-work programs
described above.

The building blocks include: universal access: high aca-
demic standards; increased career exposure and counsel-
ing; integration of academic and vocational education:
integration of school and work experiences: award or
widely recognized credential based on industry-appro ed
standards benclunarked to international best practice:
and clear routes to postsecondary academic advancement.
These principles, elaborated below, inform the recom-
mendations for federal policy that conclude this paper.

The nation needs a system to which all young peo-
ple have access, not just those who meet income
guidelines or other specially defined populations. \;u-
1(1W targeting, which stigmatizes and marginalizes
programs, should be replaced with more universal
eligibility criteria.
We must build a system, not just fund a series of
demonstration projects. Neither employers nor
schools nor young people need another short-term
program layored on top of the already overwhelming
welter of education reform initiatives.
We must place new emphasis on career education
and guidance. Career education should bec(ntie part
of the K-12 curriculum so that our children have a
rich understanding of the industries that drive our
economy and the occupational opporlunities within
them. Guidance counseling in high so tool should be
about careers, not just about college choices,
The system must he nailed in the commitment of
quality employers to provide work and learning
opportunities for young people. This would open up
the possibility if using jobs and training as an incen
five to hard work and achievement in school. And it
would connect young people to the labor market in
a more systematic and beneficial way.
A broad, diverse set of career pathways must be
available for young people wanting to explore and
tli(.11 enter different industries, occupations, and spe-
cializations. No single program design will answer

the needs of all communities, employers, schools and
young people.
Curricula and teaching strategies must emphasize
active, contextual learning, broad rather than
narrow skill training, and the integration of aca-
demic and vocational education. The pedagogy of
school-and-work integration should reflect cognitive
science research on the power of learning-by-doing
and should recognize the growing importance of
higher order thinking skills to productive employ-
ment and citizenship.
The system must not foreclose the possibility of
higher education. The "school-to-work transition- is
a misnomer. The end of compulsory schooling can
no longer serve as the end of formal learning.
Instead, the system should encourage a rich set of
routes to lifelong learning in workplaces and educa-
tional institutions. Increasingly, we must think in
terms of "school-and-work integral ion.,,
An effective system must generate and disseminate
moreand more systematiclabor market
information upon which students and employers can
base their career preparation and hiring decisions
Employers should have easier access to useful infor-
mation on student achievement and better ways to
judge applicants skills and competencies. Students
should have more complete knowledge of the perfor-
mance of different public and private training provid-
ers and the employment and income prospects of
different careers. Policymakers and the public al-large
need more accurate information on flit' career trajec-
tories or young people after they leave school.

hie recent vision of a new national system for developing
strong technical and professional skills in young people
Inn going (hrectly to four -year college has been presented
by firmer Libor Secretary Ray Marshall and Marc Tucker
in their book, Thinkiugloru Living (Marshall iind Tucker,
11)112). Their proposal, which takes its cue from interna-
tional best practice and which builds from the recommen-
dations of the Commission on the Skills (il' the American
Workforce, is quite consistent with the above. They advo-
cate:

I 1

1. Career exposure for young people built into school
curricula fmni the first year of grade !-'pool through
the end of compulsory education (as in Sweden)

2. A system of youth centers for the purposes of recov-
ering young people who have dropped out of school
(as in Sweden)

:i. A very high academic standard- leading to a Certifi-
cate of Initial Master that everyone should meet
before they begin vocational education (as in Japan)

1. Access for all students %vim want it to a high quality,
structured, on the job learning experience leading
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to a universally recognized qualification (as in Ger-
many)

5. A school-based portion of the system based on broad
occupational categories rather than narrow special-
ization and built upon modular construction of curric-
ular units that can maximize individual choice and
mobility (as in Sweden)

6. A work-based learning cunicukuu designed to develop
not just technical skills but also learning-to-learn and higher
order thinking skills (as in Denmark)

7. A system that provides explicit pathways from any
point in it to four-year college degree and university
programs for all who wish to take advantage of them
(as in Denmark)
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FEDERAL POLICY

A. Lessons from Practice

Consistent with the emphasis throughout this paper on
the need to promote both programmatic practice and
systemic change, the federal government should pursue
policies that advance along two related tracks:

Encouragement of experimentation and learning from
new models
Setting in place the building blocks for a system that
focuses on performance and outcomes and can
therefore accommodate diverse program models

The survey of best practice presented above under-
scores the importance of this two - pronged strategy. It
also leads to several other conclusions that should guide
federal policy.

First, as The FoTotte-n Half study prepared by the \Nil-
ham T. Grant Foundation Commission emphasized, the
"triad of education, service, and paid employment" are
central to improving the career prospects of young people
in this country. This simple formulation remains a power-
ful guide to improving the school-to-work transition.

Second, federal efforts should encourage and seed
experimentation that is sufficiently long-term to demon-
strate program impactsand that is strategically targeted.
Federal incentives should he targeted to programs explic-
itly trying to improve three kinds of critical coordination:

1. The integration of academic and vocational learning
2. The integration of school- and work-based learning
3. The integration of secondary and postsecondary

opportunities

Federal support should be multi -year so that programs
will have time to mature and demonstrate results in terms
of student learning and labor market. outcomes.

Federal resources should also he coordinated and tar-
geted so that the many. fragmented and separate. parts of

our youth education and training system begin to share
common features based on what is known about effective
education and training. Youth employment programs that
have no significant learning component should be restruc-
tured to include educational content. Similarly, purely
school-based high school programs should be restruc-
tured to incorporate a work-based component. Ultimately,
programs for in- and out-of school youth, for the economi-
cally disadvantaged and for all young people should con-
verge toward a model that integrates structured class-
room learning with work experience, that breaks down
the walls between academic and vocational learning, and
that provides clear pathways to advancement in both the
labor market and postsecondary education.

Third, federal activity should go beyond encouraging
program innovation to the creation of basic institutional
elements of a national school-to-work transition system.
Federal system-building efforts should he designed to:

1. Make it easier for local programs to achieve and be
held accountable for high, broadly recognized stan-
dards of quality
Integrate the preparation of new workforce entrants
into a seamless system of skill development, begin-
ning in early childhood and continuing through
school, postsecondary education, and adult training

3. Strengthen the private sector's capacity and commit-
ment to prepare young people for careers

As European experience shows, the effectiveness of
national training systems depends upon institutionalized
relationships of trust among diverse groups and interests:
among firms that employ similarly skilled workers;
between employers and representatives of their workers;
and between private actors and public institutions. Given
the relative underdevelopment of these relationships and
structures in the U.S., federal policy should focus on
building capacity outside of government so that non-gov-
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ernmental groups and institutions become better
equipped and motivated to take a central role in the educa-
tion and training of young people.

B. New Opportunities

The transition to a new administration in Washington
provides a significant opportunity. As Governor of Arkan-
sas and during the presidential campaign, Bill Clinton pub-
licly stressed the importance of the school-to-work transi-
tion for the future economic health and wealth of the
nation. He has explicitly advocated a greater federal role
in creating opportunity for young people who will not earn
a baccalaureate through a national youth apprenticeship
system and he wants to increase the numbers of young
people who attend and complete college through reform
of postsecondary financial aid.

There are good reasons for the federal government to
move carefully and with restraint. Improving the school-
to-work transition is only one of many domestic issues
vying for attention and resources in a period when the
deficit hangs over all spending proposals. The lack of
evidence of program effectiveness for many of the initia-
tives touted as model school-and-work programs argues
against allocation of significant resources to any single
model or strategy.

Moreover, the federal government has historically
played a limited role in education and training. Education
is primarily a local and state affair and resistance to federal
control and intervention still runs deep. Training is gener-
ally viewed as the responsibility of individual firms that
need workers and of individual workers who want to
.mprove their position in the labor market. Federal training
policy has been limited largely to economically disadvan-
taged populations and, more recently, to dislocated work-
ers in need of new jobs and career.

Finally, in this era, activist government is likely to take
a different form than in the 1960s or the 19 ;30s. The
government is unlikely to launch new, untested programs.
The public does not want government to mandate new
initiatives that states and localities, businesses and work-
ers, have no choice but to accept. The more likely federal
role, particularly on issues of human resource and work-
force development, will he that of partner with non-gov-
ernmental groups and institutions, acting as a catalyst,
facilitator, monitor, and capacity-builder. The emphasis
on "reit venting government" will affect the kinds of strate-
gies proposed and championed by the new administra-
tion.

These factors, while important to acknowledge, do not
argue for maintaining the status quo. The existence of
coherent school-to-work systems in other countries
depends critically upon the support of national govern-
ments-. And there are many creative-ways for the federal

government to encourage, promote, and build a system
of new career pathways for young people in this country.

Vocational education provides a good example of the
ability of the federal government to leverage its
resources. The federal share of vocational education funds
is only about ten percent, but because this is flexible,
discretionary money for states and localities, federal prior-
ities shape the direction of innovation. This can be seen
dramatically in the impact of provisions in the 1984 and
1990 Perkins Act amendments emphasizing the integra-
tion of academic and vocational education, instruction in
all aspects of an industry, and Tech Prep initiatives.

Only infrequently does the federal government have an
opening to think and act systemically. The next few years
present one of those opportunities in a number of policy
arenasincluding education, training, and workforce
quality. The challenge will be to continue to encourage
diversity and experimentation while moving toward a
new system for preparing people for work and citizen-
shipa system that will outlast a few demonstration
projects or another change in administration and that will
ultimately redefine how we govern, finance and deliver
workforce preparation in this country.

The following recommendations for federal action to
improve the school-to-work transition are informed by
the above considerations.

C. Federal Policy Recommendations

The federal government should pursue the following
strategies and activities to improve the school-to-work
transition in the United States.

1. The federal government should encourage contin-
ued experimentation with and learning from diverse
school-and-work programs linking schools, employ-
ers, and young people.

No single career pathways model will address the needs
of every community and its young people. A range of
program models can point to evidence of positive effects
on dropout rates, skill development, and personal growth.
For others, there is still little reliable outcome data. At
this time, it is premature to elevate one model above
others. In fact, this is an important time to encourage and
accelerate experimentation with different program mod-
els moving toward the same goal of improving career
options for young people. However, funding for new dem-
onstration projects or for expansion of existing initiatives
should be targeted carefully to promote programs that
advance key design goals. In addition, sufficient funds
should be set aside for program research, development,
evaluation and dissemination of results.
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The federal goecotment should increase its financial sup-
port for youth initiatives that link school- and work-based
learniny experiences and create high quality opportuni-
ties in the labor market.

Federal resources should be targeted to encourage greater
integration of:

Academic and vocational learning
School-and work-based experiences
Secondary and postsecondary learning

Each of these has been identified as a critical component
of "best practice" efforts to create quality career opportu-
nities for young people. Moreover, each has proven quite
difficult to accomplish at the program level. Funds should
also be targeted to encourage coordination and compatibil-
ity among programs created by different agencies or acts
of Congress which advance these several "integrations."

Promising programs that are mo-:ingor could move
in these directions include: youth apprenticeship. career
academies, Tech Prep, cooperative education, school-
based enterprises, and youth service. A number of hills
introduced in Congress in 1992 proposed new funding for
youth apprenticeship alone at a level of $100 million a
year for five years. On the campaign trail, Bill Clinton
proposed spending S1.5 billion to develop a national youth
apprenticeship system.

Carefully crafted youth apprenticeship legislation can
promote the development of structured work-based com-
ponents of career academies. Tech Prep programs, service
learning and other related initiatives. It can also encour-
age state-level strategies for improving the school-to-work
transition. A funding level of between $250 and $350
million a year for five years would enable the federal gov-
ernment to underwrite significant and sustained research,
development, evaluation, and dissemination activities and
would provide each state with between two and eight
million (1-,Ilars a year for state system-building and local
program activities.

Prom ising reform d irct ions in Jederall y funded 10(0-
education should be encouraged and accelcatt ed.

The largest single investment of federal dollars in prepara-
tion of young people for work is vocational education. Fed-
erally funded at about one billion dollars, vocational edu-
cation has long been accepted as a legitimate area of
federal activism. The federal government should encour-
age implementation of 1990 Perkins Act provisions that
stress broad, relevant skill development through:

The integration of academic and vocational learning
Exposure to all aspects of the industr. being studied
Significant employer involvement in curriculum plan-

-ning and program monitoring-

Work experience for vocational students linked to
their course of study

Specific recommendations include:

Appropriate funds already authorized under Title Ill
of the 1990 Perkins Act amendments for Lighthouse
School and Community Employment and Education
Center programs
Expand support for staff development and training
for vocational education administrators, so these
trends can become fully integrated into state and local
planning; and for academic and technical vocational
education instructors, so that reforms can be imple-
mented in curriculum and instructional practice at
the school level.
Seed experimentation designed to encourage strong
Tech Prep programs to include a work-based learn-
ing or youth apprenticeship component.

The fedeml government should expand funding for youth
rri cc programs for' in- school and out-qt.-school young

people.

Private employers cannot provide jobs and training oppor-
tunities for every young person who might benefit. During
economic downturns and in labor markets where the inter-
ested employer base is thin, another strategy is needed.
Moreover, relying solely on private employers limits the
potential for creating work opportunities that respond to
critical community needs.

The federal government should create a new national
youth corps. along the lines proposed by Senators Wof-
ford and Boren. This national service initiative should be
designed as part of a comprehensive approach to provid-
ing work experience and work-based skill development
linked to a school-based education program.

One component of this corps would allow secondary
school students to earn postsecondary education scholar-
ship funds and, where possible. wages, by working on
approved community projects after school, on weekends,
inel (hiring the summer. A second component would he
residential and would serve out-of-school and out-of-
work young people.

The federal rtorernmenl should ensure that new program
experi menial ion !fields learning about i plementa ion

ml impacts that can help shape fill u re reform ilforts.

There is much to he learned about the relative cost-Onse-
t iveness and the impacts of different school-to-work transi-
tion models, as well as the potential of different models
to achieve significant scale. Significant federal resources
should be invested in research that documents and ana-
lyzes the impact of alternative types-of programs on parti-
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cipants' subsequent labor market and educational experi-
ences.

Funds appropriated for demonstration projects must
therefore be of sufficiently long term to enable research-
ers to assess the implementation process and student out-
comes while in the program and upon entrance into the
labor market. Each demonstration project should receive
a minimum of five years of federal support; but there
should be strict monitoring of annual progress with the
possibility of cancellation of funding after Year III if prog-
ress has been insufficient. Each program should be
assessed along comparable learning and labor market
outcome dimensions so that comparisons can be drawn
across sites.

In addition to evaluation research, the federal govern-
ment should fund technical assistance that can strength-
en state and local efforts. This assistance should be tar-
geted to improve the design of school- and work-based
curricula. instmetional strategies, and assessment and
credentialling systems.

Finally, the research, development, and evaluation effort
should be accompanied by an aggressive communica-
tions and dissemination strategy.

771(' fr(101Y11 glill'1111111'111 S110111(1 1.1111111111gC

lion and program development that promotes conver-
gence in the design glcocational education and youth
conidollmcnt irriihitires.

As part of a broad effort to promote policy coordination
among programs and offices that address the school-to-
work transition. the federal government should encourage
youth employment and vocational education programs
to incorporate design elements from each other. Basic
academic education standards should be introduced into
youth employment programs funded under .1TPA. includ-
ing summer and other short-term youth jobs programs.
Similarly, vocational education programs should be
encouraged to include work-based components. Over
time, the distinction between "employment- and "educa-
tion'. programs for young people should blur as both
move toward a model that combines general and occupa-
tion-specific learning with access to employers and john
that open the door to career opportunities.

2. The federal government should support the devel-
opment of the basic elements of a national skills train-
ing system serving young people and adults.

Funding of demonstration projects and pilot programs is
by its nature fragmented, ad hoc and often of short duration.
The federal government must begin to build a comprehen-
sive school-to-work transition system. one that is part of
;t broad national workforce preparation system for ent1T-
level and incumbent workers.

Because one of the main intended beneficiaries of work-
force preparation reform is the nation's employer com-
munity, this system must be a public-private partnership
in its governance and development. And because of the
critical importance of states in the coordination, manage-
ment and monitoring of education and training in the
U.S., it must also be a close federal-state collaboration.

The basic building blocks of a national career prepara-
tion and training systemand of the school-to-work tran-
sition system that should be embedded in itshould
include the following elements specified by Robert Sheets
of Northern Illinois University in a paper prepared for the
Competitiveness Policy Council (Sheets. 1992):

Governance structures that have credibility in the pri-
vate sector and that facilitate interagency coordination
and planning
Occupational skills standards that (hive program con-
tent and instructional method and that provide the
basis for universally recognized certification
Broadly accepted assessment tools for evaluating
mastery relative to those standards
A national framework for minimum performance stan-
dards for education and training providers coupled
with a regular reporting system on providers' perfor-
mance
Incentives for building private sector institutional
capacity and individual demand
Mechanisms for creating common definitions and eli-
gibility criteria across diverse federal programs and
agencies and for minimizing fragmentation of Oppor-
tunities available to individuals seeking training

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to make detailed
recommendations on how the federal government can
create a national workforce preparation system, we focus
on two components of such a system that are particularly
relevant to the school-to-work transition: the development
of broad performance standards to guide generic and
specific occupational skill development; and the strength-
ening of career information and counseling services for
young people. Without skill standards, youth apprentice-
ship. Tech Prep. and other programs that prepare young
people for careers will lack clear quality benchmarks to
guide (heir efforts. And without a much more effectiver,
career information and counseling system, young people
will be unable to obtain the information they need to
begin to make informed career and career preparation
choices.

7hc,Je(lcl'oI goreCument should (.1/1(1101 the ('unroll et ores
o1' the Departments of Lai. and Education to estab-
lish a national system at. rolutdat.11 industry-based
skill -slit mitt rds.
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School-to-work transition programs are designed to
improve the connections between employers and schools
in this country, to the benefit or young people and employ-
ers. But for these programs to respond to employers'
needs and also provide young people with skills that are
clearly valued in tl.e labor market, a system of occupa-
tional skill standards is needed, benchmarked to the stan-
dards of the best of our international competitors and
accepted by firms and labor organizations in relevant
industries. Negotiating the breadth and content of skill
standards requires healthy discussion of the kinds and
levels of experience and skills employers expect of young
entrants hr.() their industries. Once standards are agreed
to, school-to-work transition programs can shape curricu-
lum and instructional method to those benchmarks. In
addition, demonstration of mastery then becomes the
criterion for advancement and success, not seat-time in
a classroom.

As part of the Bush Administration's education strategy,
the Departments of Labor and Education were instructed
to spearhead a public-private partnership to develop volun-
tary industry-based skill standards for all industries. Fol-
lowing a series of joint hearings to generate public dialogue
and build multi-sector working relationships, in October
the Departments announced funding for more than a dozen
pilot projects to experiment with innovative approaches
to industry-based skill standards and certifications.

New federal school-to-work transition initiatives should
further the development of occupational skill standards
and of the public-private partnerships that create and legit-
imate them. Any new funding for youth apprenticeship
or other school-and-work programs should require speci-
fication of the broad occupational areas in which young
people will be trained and of the program's strategy for
identifying or creating skill standards to guide curriculum
and student learning. By linking the two efforts, the federal
government can ensure that program-level experimenta-
tion contributes to and accelerates efforts to construct a
comprehensive, performance-based national training sys-
tem. In the same spirit, as sets of skill standards are created
and recognized for entry into and advancement in differ-
ent industries, the federal government should mandate
their use in federally funded vocational education and
job training programs.

The federal government should assume (1 leadership mle
in increasing career information and career munseling
to young people.

Career counseling and information are essential to
informed choice of and planning ibr careers. Yet, the
federal government and its education reform strategy have
ignored career counseling. And neither the Employment
Service nor school guidance counselors provide adequate
information-and materials. In the 1980s, a federal program

bringing the counseling and job placement resources of
the Employment Service into high schools was aban-
doned. And there is nothing in this country like the commu-
nity-based career guidance centers of Germany and Den-
mark.

The federal government should play a strong role in
building institutional capacity and driving reform of
career counseling. It should:

Work with states to establish national goals and stan-
dards for career education and counseling for all
schools and youth programs requiring individual
career development plans
Devote resources to the development and use of
industry- and occupation-specific career information
curricula and materials in written and audiovisual
form that would appeal to young people
Expand efforts by the National Occupational Informa-
tion Coordinating Committee, working with other
agencies and with states, to develop a national career
information system delivered through state-managed
career centers
Restore and strengthen the federal role in providing
counseling, occupational information, and job place-
ment for high school students (and out-of-school
,youth) through: the Employment Service, support
of non-profit organizations that pi-oxide such services:
and/or the creation of a new system of independent
career counseling centers

3. The federal government should focus federal
resources on two challenges to broad diffusion of
school-to-work transition programs: employer partic-
ipation and teacher development.

The most critical limiting factor to the development of
work-based learning alternatives for young people is the
willingness of eniphvers to provide paid work opportuni-
ties and structured training. Increasing the voluntary par-
ticipation of businesses will require targeting some incen-
tives to employers. On the school side, perhaps the most
significant obstacle to broad diffusion is the challenge of
preparing significant, numbers of teachers for instruc-
tional methods that emphasize coaching, active and
applied learning, and interdisciplinary, team-teaching. The
federal government should take steps to address each of
these challenges.

The federal government should pmvide incentives to
employers and COPSOrtia of employers to hire and work
with young people in structured school-and-work learn-
ing programs.

Economists identify three kinds of incentives available to
government:
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1) information and persuasion through meetings, materials
and marketing strategies that appeal to business decision-
makers on economic or non-economic grounds 2) techni-
cal assistance that lowers information and capacity-build-
ing costs 3) financial incentives to individual firms or
groups of firms that can offset training and wage costs.
The federal government should pursue a mix of these
strategies, being careful not to offer financial incentives
when others might suffice. Given the weak organization
of employers into associations that work together to
upgrade technology, work organization and workforce
skills, incentives that strengthen employer associations
and consortia should be emphasized.

The federal government should:

Conduct a coordinated, cabinet-level outreach appeal
to business leaders for greater participation in work-
based learning programs for young people. These
appeals should be targeted to employers in industries
with a history of involvement in education-business
partnerships, with labor shortages in key technical
and professional occupations, and with an ability to
influence business leaders in their own and other
industries.
Underwrite the development and dissemination of
written and audiovisual materials, how-to guides,
and training packages for employers, industry consor-
tia and trade associations. These materials should
respond to specific employer concerns about partici-
pation and highlight firms already involved in best
practice programs.
Expand demonstration project funding for models of
school-and-work integration that explicitly require
employer commitments to provide employment and
skill development, including compacts, cooperative
education, and youth apprenticeship (see #1 above).
Provide grants to industry-based consortia of firms or
their associations to develop and promote work-
based learning programs at the local and state levels
and to play a central t ole in ensuring that programs
train to industry's needs. These financial incentives
will lower employer participation costs, but will not
raise equity and efficiency objections that subsidizing
youth apprentice wages would.
Commission or conduct a comprehensive report on
the incentives and institutional supports necessary
to establish and sustain employer involvement. This
report, which should be prepared only after several
years of significant new experimentation and
research, should make recommendations for legisla-
tive or other reforms to stimulate and sustain
employer involvement in school-to-work transition
efforts, including financial incentives to increase
employer participation without providing wasteful
subsidies or tax credits for work-basal-learning that

firms would have provided even without financial
incentives.

The federal government should aggressively support new
strategies for teacher development to prepare classroom
and workplace instructors.for the active pedagogy of
learning that is central to effective work-based teaming.

One of the strengths of youth apprenticeship and other
efforts to integrate school- and work-based learning is
their active, experiential approach to instruction and learn-
ing. Of course, this is not the way most high school teach-
ers approach their work; if anything, workplace personnel
are even less reflective and conscious of their instruc-
tional strategies. For these new ways of linking school and
work to have maximum impact, professional develop-
ment efforts will have to be built into all new programs
and system-building initiatives. These efforts should
include resourc "s for curriculum development and train-
ing in new assessment techniques.

In addition, the federal government should establish a
regional network of Professional Development Institutes
that experiment with radically different approaches to
teacher development. In place of one-time professional
development courses provided with little or no follow-up.
the Institutes should develop what Lauren Resnick of the
Learning Research and Development Center calls a sys-
tem of distributed apprenticeship," in which teachers
rotate through their own apprenticeship residencies at a
number of program sites and alternately receive coach-
ing, reflect on their practice, and coach others in the peda-
gogy of active, contextual learning. The federal govern-
ment should investigate certification for school and work-
place supervisors and mentors. in conjunction with the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.

4. The federal government should use its authority
and resources to promote a new vision of government's
rot' in the preparation of young people for economic
and social opportunity.

The federal government has an opportunity to articulate
a new vision of government's role in helping the nation
prepare its young people for productive careers and citi-
zenship. It should publicize and demonstrate its full com-
mitment to participating with others in the public and
private sectors to increase the opportunities and the qual-
ity of education, service, and paid employment for young
people. The federal government should project itself as
activist in its intention to invest in people; but it should
emphasize its role as a partner with non-governmental
groups and institutions.

To-this end, the federal government can:-
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1) use its authority and visibility to help shift public
opinion

2) use its purchasing power to underscore new youth
policy priorities

3) use its own position as an employer to set a positive
example for other employers in the private and pub-
lic sectors

Possible activities:

The new Administration should use the -bully pulpit- of
the Presidency to emphasize its commitment to young
people, to their edumtion and pmtration.for careers,
mut to an actirist government role in improving that
prepa ra t

President Clinton should design a series of highly visible
activities that focus media and public attention on the
plight of our nation's young people and On "best practice,'.
efforts to improve the school-to-work transition in this
country. These activities should include events that put
highly respected employers in the spotlight and demon-
strate both public and private sector desire to take greater
responsibility fcr career preparation for young ,wople.
They should include visits to innovative progran s around
the country.

Thefrderol government should use its significant pur-
chasing (0 to expand qualify 11011th Upplettl ircSh p

opportunities on federallyfunded economic revitaliza-
tion and public works programs.

In the coming years, significant federal resources will be
invested in rebuilding the nation's transportation and
communications infrastructure, ill tlw construction and
rehabilitation of public housing, and in defense adjust-
ment activities. These federally funded projects provide
an opportunity to encourage a significant expansion in
employer provision of work-based learning opportunities
for young people. (If Head Start is expanded significantly,
a similar opportunity would present itself in a service
industry.) The federal government should specify a per-
centage of jobs created by such funds to be set aside for
young people in youth apprenticeship or other structured
school-and-work programs. An additional set-aside should
lw considered for out-of-school youth.

Thefrderal government should denamstrab, leadership
as an employer by committ ng to provide paid work oppo r-
Inn it ics in government workplaces to young people in
structured learning programs.

The federal government should parti;:ipate aggressively in
youth apprenticeship, cooperative education aid other pro-
grams that require paid work for young people in school.
It should set an example: if these programs are important,
then the federal government should also 1w providing
opportunities for young people. This would highlight the
federal government's commitment to being an account-
able. responsible partner in building the nation's future.



ENDNOTES

In this paper, the term "school-to-work transition" is used
frequently. This deserves some explanation at the outset.
While this is the most common generic term for educa-
tional efforts to prepare young people for the world of
work, it is misleading in several respects. "School-to-work
transition.' implies a single moment when one leaves
school and enters the workplace. It is far more typical
for individuals to move hack and forth between school
and work as they position themselves for change during
their working lives. The term also implies that the critical
moment is the transition to work, rather than the extended
preparation through school and work experiences that
are at the heart of most "school-to-work transition- pro-
grams. Perhaps a more accurate term would be "school-
and-work integration" programs.

'A modest exception is the registered apprenticeship sys-
tem, concentrated in the building and construction
trades, which does offer non-baccalaureates a route to
decent careers: however, this sy:Item provides training
opportunities to no more than 300,000 Americans a year.
few of them in their teens. Only two percent of high
school graduates become apprentices. The average age
of U.S. apprentices is the late twenties in construction
and the early thirties in manufacturing.

The importance of college attendance to minority employ-
ment prospects is underscored by further analysis of this
data. The percentage of blacks working at any job

improves steadily and approaches that of whites as edu-
cation levels increase. For those with some college, the
percentage of black high school graduates working
jumps to 79 percent compared to 87 percent for whites.
Black and white youths with college degrees show rela-
tive parity in their labor force participation and ability to
find work.

There is significant confusion about the relationship
between youth apprenticeship and registered appren-
ticeship in the United States. Registered apprenticeship,
as noted above, is primarily a training route into the
construction trades and some manufacturing occupa-
tions. In only rare circumstances is registered appren-
ticeship an option for young people who have not yet
earned a high school diploma. And it serves only a very
small portion of the workforce. Youth apprenticeship pro-
grams are designed to complement and not compete
with registered apprenticeship. In occupational areas
where registered apprenticeships are active and are a
primary route into the occupation, youth apprenticeship
can serve as a pre-apprenticeship program that can grant
advanced standing for the related instruction and work-
place components. In other fields, youth apprenticeship
may or may not be registered with the state or federal
labor department, depending on local choice.

'The principles emphasized here are distilled from recent
writings on this subject by Robert Glover, Paul Barton,
and my colleagues at Jobs for the hit tire.
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A MEMORANDUM ON THE YOUTH
TRANSITION

PAUL E. BARTON

There is emerging in the national consciousness a belief
that we have a serious deficiency in the system by which
youth move from the school world to the work world.
What had been dimly seen in the mist by few was crystal-
lized by the two 1988 reports of the William T. Grant
Foundation Commission on Thr Forgotten Half
more importantly, by the four years of follow -up in galva-
nizing public attention to their recommendations, and to
an understanding of the nature of this deficiency. If half
our youth are forgotten, it is increasingly the case that
the documentation of this neglect by the Grant Foundation
Commission is now remembered.

In a new stage, begun in the late 1980s, a host of experi-
enced and knowledgeable people have dedicated them-
selves to figuring out what to do, and then trying to get it
done. Progress is being made at this stage of "the begin-
ning of the beginning." There is, for example, a conclusion
increasingly shared that we need a complete system, not
just another program. Rut there is also. I perceive, some
dismay at the complexity of it all. After all, the knowledge
base includes the history of how we got in this predica-
ment...that is, the distorical dynamics. the education side,
the employer ;ide, the union side, the labor market side.
and the politics and government side.

Amidst this complexity, a considerable number. includ-
ing our new President, have alighted upon the term
"Youth Apprenticeship.** They have seen the apprentice-
ship systems in Europe work well for a large proportion
of youth who do not immediately follow the college and
professional path. Differen: people now use the term to
mean a range of things, from a traditional apprenticeship
of long-term training provided to youth by the employer.
at employer expenseoften in collaboration with the
unionto any arrangement that utilizes the work-site,
to, more vaguely, any school to work transition arrange-
ment that involves the employer. So in a situation that
is very complex in terms of finding the levers of change,

we start with miscommunication about the meaning of
the term youth apprenticeship.

The reason for this memorandum is the hope that it
would be helpful to (a) summarize the complexity of the
situation, in order to share a common understanding of
the environment in which change is to occur; and (b) to
deal with the content of worksite-based approaches, in
order to communicate in terms not encumbered with
defining and redefining a terma term that has had fairly
specific meaning since the middle ages. and now is being
infused With diverse, new meanings.

The Environment of the Youth Transition

All assessment of the environment and the reasons for
complexity is summarized below. The elements are simply
stated. not elaborated, nor defended in research terms.
(I have done so, however, in publications going back over
a period of 2 years.)

I. Mrt/ti-/erPts rdContro/
We have multi-levels of school control, multi-levels of
government, and many thousands of employers.
Implementation, even when we think we know what
to do, is formidable. Where are the levers of change'?

Two Worlds
We have a strongly embedded tradition and practice
of two separate worlds of school and work. ()tn. voca-
tional education system (or our high school general
track) expects to do the teaching. And ask employers
about the transition problem and they will tell you
how the schools need to improve, not employers.
Employers expect to get entry-level workers fully pre-
pared by the school system.

History
American employers have had, and mostly still have.

:1.
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a tradition of aiming for reduced reliance on humans,
taking decision making and individual skills out of
jobs and substituting equipment for labor. That is
changing, but slowly, with only a fraction operating
on a "high performance" model. Appeals to the need
to develop "human capital" will not, all by themselves,
mobilize employers to make substantial investments
in the training of young entry-level workers (related
to #2).

4. The Hiring Age
American employers with adult-type jobs that have
fringe benefits and advancement opportunitiesthe
kind of jobs we want more high school graduates to
getdo not hire until age 22 to 25, even when they
hire people with only a high school education. We
need not just a new training policy but also a new
hiring practice.

5. Limited Training Investment
American employers generally invest much less in
training than our foreign competitors and the invest-
ments they make are for higher-level employees; entry-
level workers get little. Asking for heavy investment
ill training young workers, young workers they don't
Pren trim, is foreign to their existing practice (and
is, in fact, a foreign practice).

G. Nen' and Catchy
While we need to create a "system," in America we
tend to think in terms of programs, of demonstra-
tions. of catchy names, of quick results, and most
always of something new (although in the case of
the apprenticeship term we go to the opposite extreme
and reach far back to something very old, which is
in relatively long-term decline in the t*.S.). A successful
approach of ten or twenty years ago will likely be
dismissed, whatever the reason for its demise (even
if successful vestiges remain).
A system of new institutional roles and relationships
does not reduce to a name, like "Quick Start." It is
a policy, a forging of new relationships, a creating of
new attitudes, and of reversing long-established
trends.

7. Conflicting Viewpoints and Emphases
We confront a variety of educational and youth prepa-
ration theories, some compatible with each other and
S01110 not: ".Just give them cognitive skills, we will do
the training"; "give them good work attitudes and
habits"; "give them ocupa mat skills in school"; "get
Yoe Ed to integrate academic instruction"; "use the
workplace for teaching academics in context" (and its
opposite: "no, the workplace is too uncontrollable as
a teaching environment "): "achieve world class stan-
dards in academic subjects for all students"; "teach
generic high performance skills as identified by

SCANS"; "you hare to have a postsecondary educa-
tion component as in 2+2 programs"; and so on ...

8. Economics and Demography
We must also consider long -term economic and demo-
graphic trends, overlaid by the business cycle. We
know the difficult demographics but we (to not agree
on the needed degree of upward skilling of jobs to
be created in the future. The long recession makes it
even more difficult for businesses to commit to
investment in human capital for long-term growth.

9. Ideal Solutions
We have many different levels of skill requirements
for entry-level jobs and different employer views of
what constitutes a qualified entry-level worker. And
we have solutions of differing expense and quality.
We tend to think only of the top-of-the-line, ideal
approach that is very hard to attain for all, and we
see fatal flaws in lesser approaches, even though these
may he much better than what now exists for most
youth. Thus, we may he for an Apprenticeship model,
but wholly reject even a good Cooperative Educa-
tion model.

10. Tapping flue Employer Viewpoint
We tend to confuse waves of media hype for a program
name boosted by a major magazine or TV documen-
tary. In the 1970s. there was a wave of articles about
Career Education. Now it is the turn of Youth Appren-
ticeship. flow many employers are talking up either
one of these? How many school systems? What do
employers think the best substantive approach is?
What terms are they comfortable with'?

A Central Proposition

Personally, I have found these ten conditions to be for-
midable in the fashioning of my own views of a unique
American response to a growing desire to do something
about the school to work transition. But I have, overt.
years, reached one strong conviction. It is that the key
to the "system" is a eollabomliir approach between the
school and employers. While the approaches (dour com-
pel itor.s vary hugely, they do hare this in common (excep-
ting, perhaps, in other English-speaking countries). West
Germany clearly does it through apprenticeship, but .Japa-
nese employers hire youth directly from schools and do
their own training. through their agreements with specific
schools that select the top students and act as their hiring
agent. I accept both approaches, and those in between, if
the schools and the employers have agreed on them. Of
course, while school-employer cc Ilaboration is key, it is
not necessarily the whole system.

We must present a clearly articulated approach that is
also understandable. There should not ho' complexity and
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confusion in the central proposition. While this must he
made crystal clear, however, there does not need to be
standardization in its implementation. To me, the central
proposition is as follows:

School systems and employers (spurred by or joined
by government) must jointly design appn.aches in
which they share responsibilities for preparing
youth for entry into employment in the primary
market, and for facilitating that entry when stu-
dents are certified to be properly prepared.

I would call this an Employer/School Compact, or Collabo-
rative Education and Training, or Experience-Based Edu-
cation and Training, or School-Work, or anything else that
identifies the central proposition. It is the key step in
whether we are to have a system, and it is the key to the
drawer wherein lie other keysbetter occupational choice,
better information to make choices, contexts for academic
instruction, "transparency- between school and work
requirements (to use Steve Hamilton's phrase), and "sig-
naling" from the labor market (to use John Bishop's
phrase) to raise the motivation to do well in school.

This collaboration can result in different forms. different
degrees of employer responsibility, of school responsibil-
ity and of skill standards, and of standardization. It can
occur between one school and a number of employers,
in a whole community, in a whole state, and it can be
aided by federal legislation (but not likely created solely
that way, since employer participation cannot 1w legis-
lated). It can also include programs operated entirely by
employers, if they provide the classroom element. And it
can be pieced together by different advocptes who put
in place their preferred form of collabefative arrange-
ments.

What are the forms this collaboration might take? In the
following chart I have described some forms, somewhat
in declining order of responsibility for the employer role
and for standardization of certification of skills, and in
ascending order for the school role. Except for the tradi-
tional apprenticeship approach in the I have not
used names of things that now have currency, because a
name like Youth Apprenticeship conveys such different
things to different people, and what it includes is likely
evolving. Also, I suspect that some advocates of Youth
Apprenticeship might, upon examination, embrace forms
of collaboration not now labeled in this way.

Form # seems to be what most Youth Apprenticeship
advocates have in mind; I have called it Industry Certified
Training, partially to follow my rule of not using names
that already have currency. This is along the lines of the
name William Kolherg and Foster Smith gave the West
German approach in their recent book.' Also, John Dun-
lop suggested it be labeled Certified Skill Training.

Readers may recognize existing and past efforts among
the others. For example, #6 is Career Academies, as they
started in Philadelphia. Some are at the community college
level (such as providing customized training to industry).

1. Registered Apprenticeship
While the U.S. Apprenticeship Program has been dwin-
dling in relative size, it is considered to be a very high
quality approach to training. It is expensive and is not
separate, in that it is part of the total bargain between
the employer and the union in joint programs. It does
not now reach secondary school-age youth, but efforts
should be made to have collaborative programs
between secondary schools and traditional appren-
ticeship programs (and there are such examples in
the U.S.).

9. Industry Certified Training
The table describes the content of a modified West
German model for secondary school-age youth. It
includes a continued school role until certification, and
thus avoids an early decision not to go to college; that
option would remain open (unlike the early tracking of
the West German system). The employer pays for
wages and work site costs. Agreement on standards is
the central feature.

3. Subsidized industry Certified Training
This is the same as #2, except that an effort would be
made to secure employer participation through shar-
ing the cost. The table lists various forms this might
take. Employers have more problems than just cost,
but for many this may tip the scales toward participa-
tion.

4. Work Site Access for Structured Training
In #1 through #3, the general apprenticeship mode is
used: youth are in paid jobs and they are working
while receiving structured training. In this approach,
they are not employees; the facilities and employer
expertise are being used to train, as an alternative to
the vocational education classroom. The school plays
a larger role and the employer assumes less responsibil-
ity than in #143. Many employers may find this to he
a more acceptable model.

5. Purchased Work Site Structured Training
Same as #, except that the public education system
pays employers for structured worksite training. Of
course, cost sharing could occur also.

28

School Instruction, With Experience and Informal On-
the-Job Training
The school has full responsibility for formal instruction,
but it is combined with (and Mated to) carefully cho-
sen part-time employment in which students receive
the informal on-the-job training typical in U.S. firms.
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7. Career/Occupational/Industry Specific Magnet Schools
While instruction is totally within the public education
system, the school is created with considerable indus-
try participation and involvement, assuring employer
approval and increasing the odds that graduates will
be hired in the industry.

8. Articulation with a Two -Year Postsecondary Program
Any of the above in which the student can progress on
a two- year program of postsecondary education, in a
program that dovetails with the secondary school and
work site program.

Any of these forms, when done well, would represent a
very large improvement in the arrangements we now
have. While a particular school or school system might go
all one way, several of these could exist side by side,
depending on the proclivities of employers in particular
industries, or the level of skill required in particular occu-
pations, or the degree of need employers have to get access
to better trained entry-level workers in skill shortage
area .

* * *

The principal reason for this memorandum is to help
stimulate discussion and to develop consensus on a work-
site-based complement to school instruction. There are
other worthwhile initiatives that need support and that
are not directly addressed here, such as the integration of
academic and vocational education and the creation of
occupational guidance in the high schools or elsewhere.
Also, a shortage of worksite experience opportunities
requires the development of community service options
to complement private sector options.

They call it Certified Career Training. About apprentice-
ship they write: "Although the apprenticeship program sup-
plying skilled craftsmen to the building trades remains
effective, it is not feasible to strengthen and expand this
concept so that it becomes the main provider of skilled
workers." (See William H. Kolberg and Foster C. Smith.
Rebuilding America's Workforce: Business Strategies to
Close the Competitive Gap. Homewood, IL: Business One
Irwin, 1992.)

EMPLOYERSCHOOL COMPACTS
(For The Youth Transition)

EMPLOYERS SCHOOLS SUPPORTING FCATUI1ES

I. Registered Apprenticeship

I he emplo) el . or the emploer and the union. establish
Apprentice,hip progiams along the lines of registered programs in the
U 's I tic,: would he of st %era! ears dillAtit'll. beginning at Agt 10.

%kith xt ages on A graduated stale leading to Journei.man status
.".tructured on-the-job training is comhmed with classroom work
continued employment with the firm is typical. but not guaranteed
the emplocei or the joint apprenticeship and training Lorin-rune,: is
principall responsible and hears the costs of training lc Lissroom
\\ ork is sometimes puhlk Is ,111),1,11:,',1 -.

In the U . the joint emploei -WIWI) mograms AIL' established as pan
of the total collective barg,aming agreement

Hie school provides a strong
academic program until age !h.
po...sillIc ascarchng a '( ertilit ate
of Initial %Iaster as proposed
in the Amencal. Owl «. report
the school (or the employer(
could provide the classroom
111qt-tit:non (typically one day a
week' complementing the on-
the-job trainmg

Since students make a l ruical
choice at age Ili. needs
strong information and
guidance funetion not nos.
as adable

Indust', -set standard- lot
t t'rt Meat ion. pi elcrahh
inclustr -ccide. %.th complete
portabiln% of credentials

2. Industry Certified Training
(a Modified West German Model) (A)

Fluplo.(ers pins ide suit:Awed on-the-joh naming and paid
employment on a pan-time basis the training is Llosch linked to ilk
instruction provided by a school partner "the employer commitment is
likely less thar, the 'Ince or so cars in a traditional appienticship
program. the approach is tailored and nlore flexible than in , I chose
I mploycrs pa both %cages and training costs. offset h the value of ilk
work perlormed (hut is nhout standaith:ed %sag,. requirements, No
commitment to hiring alter training is L ompicied. lint expected to he a
frequent ot c (mem. e

The school. as a panne! ..cith
inclustr. continues a strong role
alter age 10. providing
academic instruction to help
keep options open, as well a
pros tiling the occupational
classroom instruction that
doetails with the structured
on-the-job training provided hi.
employers ',cuing standards
and certif ication requitement.
requires licacy insolvemnt of
inclusin and trade 1,,OLIAlltIll

Same as in (1 i. except that
continuation of academic
instruction keeps more options
open and lotal standaids ma
have to stillite, as we 11t.rk
toccard widely accepted
standards and certification cc oh
poitahle credentials
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EMPLOYERS SCHOOLS SUPPORTING FEATURES

.

3. Industry Certified Training
(a Modified West German Model) (B)

As in t 2), except that the eniplo,er tole is subsidized b government
It could he through speetlying this form of training tamong other,( in
a tax t. red n, of krediung hoth naming and wage expens,: for student.,
under a Training Levy. or thiough the extension of the targeted Jobs
"lax Credu, or through direct reimbursement for the cost of staktured
training

4. Work Site Access to Structured Training (A)

kmploy,r. provide "Rke:. to structured work site training provided h
compan personnel, peihaps combined with school personnel This is
done so a--, to minimize interference with production schedules 'on
unused equipment. after Ili tort, saturdays. etk 1he program design is
1,,mt %kith the school I he emplo,er does not pay it Age, and a,tua I
participation ni produk noa is minimized

c. cruhcatton ts hy the q.ho,)1. under standards worked oil it ;Ill
Indust:\ ram,Ipalk,n I Millo\ cr., ILI\ e j good 0111011MM \ [,) NCIC, 1

pro,piLlii emplmecse

The school carries larger
responsihility lor instruction
and uesign than in t I 1 and k21
hist' uction is enhanked ht' us,
of it ork site tat hnes and
employer training capabtlit,
skhool sy.stems seek strong
,omit illation twin cmploers 11.1
establishing skill standard,. and
caulk:mon requirements

Requires a strong okkupational
instruction capability in the
school, since emplo,crs will not
he taking primary responsibtlity
lor instruction, and students
will not have jobs through
whikh they Will get solid
CNperlelli..0 I lowcyt.ir. the use of
on-sue training 111 create a
much stronger program than
one entirely

',MCC l. Ciiiilts.lillM 1, no' ,Is
strong as in I I 1 and l 2 ). a total
record need- to he huth, as in
Woi klink

5. Work Site Access to Structured Training (B)

I he 'pool s% stem rio.ha.is training from employes. ow...0m, nee,
training in order to get n..1.111114 on -tateol the-art equipment at the

di I- site. and at, l:', 10 !:;du -tit Ha:11HW, l.alrabilit

I he rUbil, bkiligC1 10: it \ Ath,r01 C(10...111011 iiM IVi it naming in
the kIassioom. and has to pink has, equipment used in the kkotkpia,,,,
the net l 0.-.., may net he substantially dillement \Ink 11 Ilk ,..1;:k: .I, III
t ;'. except that the ,,urcliase anangement gives the sk hool ssteni
mow control

same as , 4

6. School Instruction. With Experience and
Informal On- the -Job Training

The cmplocl provides pat 1-1 ink. emplo, mem using :iv, n....4; on a he
;kit) tramino. in the moue t,pikal of I. -, inklustrk lor lob- that 'ugh
,l. hoot graduates tpikay get ialhett at older ages' \,, k ommitmcni,
arc made to retain students. but emplo,ers have an akixamage in
selek two, Mime emplovecs I. mploers maintain tutu \kith skhool
personnel on the '. dikanon need, the, hchoc stud, la, requite to he
elk:owe in the kkoikp:ake Produknon onsets (11,1, .111(1 Cmplo o .. kan
,elect among student- Iii rimming full time emploces

I he s,.hool is NAholl
responsible lor lomat
ins' rut non `-,c, hool -. stems and
employers 'and employer
organizations, work together to
(resole part -tune expel ienk e
oppoitunines. I 0 at kommodate
the times lor experience the
--it pool pet mod kook' he
extended. usnig, summers
adding a veal tat extending
kkork ,or school I late' in the
afternoon

1 Ilk sit hook and employers
wi ills 1(1 11101 idC r Ns /1,11,1),,,,

[hat arc substantial. avoiding
-naight lahoi in iindemandirg
.1,10,I1111C111,

111-,IIlltlion Is (.1e,IglIctl hi 1.1l,.t
AI\ .1I11,10,C til Ili t'Xrit Hint i
element and ,ti of all,!
t 11:1,it,\ el pil',.111101 111.11:!1,1111

t 01111111111k .11 Ion

Rather than -.mu lured tiamim,
at thk"o.oi Issue, -tudents get
t pikal inpimal naming.
expciienke. tr,outs in dint-rent
kind; of !ohs. and -k. hoohng in
the (Mune 01 %Noll,
11.111 of high ..hoot and

mo-thuds of high school
seniors roil have pait time lohs
!hese ale kompk lel,
unkiloidinated kkdth the ,lhoo!
expelienix A large sthool-
emplo,ei eIloit kkoiald shin
many 01 these students to
l t1i1idinalell 1111)C,1,11n,

A record \ionic, he , reated
kstik h as \\ oi Hink' di ay. ink: on
1,001 ',11001 .old 1\ 011,
t'ycl'it'ilk t
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A MEMORANDUM (TN THE YOUTH THANsmoN

EMPLOYERS SCHOOLS SUPPORTING FEATURES

7. Career/Occupational/Industry
Specific Magnet Schools/Programs

A consortium of employers in an industry tor across industries
regarding a specific occupation'. lead in the design of a school tor a
school program They look upon the school tprograml as .1 key
source of entry workers, and help n in a variety of ways. with
equipment. loan of personnel. etc Part-time employment tor summer
employment) could he provided

A largely school delivered
approach. but with leadership
from employers. his the trend
toward magnet schools. and
more student choices \vithm the
public system

Requires a flexible public school
system, responsr e to employer
judgment about curriculum and
instruction methods

A record would he created.
such as Worklink. to take to
employers

8. Any of the Above Articulated with a
Two-Year Community College Program

Requires all three parsesseLondaly schools. employers. and
community collegesto collaborate in the design of a ;'stem
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